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that was a subject on which it was difficult to decide with-
out knowledge of conditions in Persia, and that such know-
ledge was difficult to procure but * should that not be the
case, and I cannot help feeling that it is not the case, then
these guards are required for another reason and that is
prestige.' Here he frankly admitted we enter upon a diffi-
cult and somewhat contentious ground. ' I would ask the
Committee to remember that the guards, which may seem
to us and to Europeans generally to be very unnecessary, do
in point of fact in a certain way convey a sense of power.
It is even reasonable to believe that the withdrawal of these
guards might on a certain kind of Persian mind create an
impression of weakness on the part of the country which
had withdrawn them. In view of that danger, and also of
the unstable conditions in Persia and the danger that may
come to Persia and British interests in Persia from one of
Persia's neighbours, it would, I think, be highly inadvisable
to withdraw these guards if they really serve, as I am con-
fident they do, as an outward symbol of British power in
Persia. From that point of view they mean something to
the Oriental mind.' To reduce them ' would be unwise and
might certainly be mischievous '. ' One would like to know
exactly in what districts these guards are employed and the
real purpose for which they are used. If their withdrawal
would in any way affect British prestige in Persia, which is
none too high at the present time, it would be indeed un-
wise to risk endangering our prestige still further/
What this small contribution lacked in style and maturity
it made up for in self-assurance and its impression of
authority. It was impromptu, but it was first hand. Further
than that, it was groping for the via media, to which attri-
bute Mr. Ronald McNeill (afterwards Lord Cushendun),
a member whose Conservative convictions were rather more
clear cut, all unwittingly paid tribute: ' I cannot quite un-
derstand the point of view of my hon. friend,' he remarked,
' because at first I understood him to express agreement with

